Thin films exhibiting multicolor changes induced by formaldehyde-responsive release of anionic dyes.
A novel methodology for the sensing of formaldehyde that displays a response using distinct and diverse color changes is reported. Through copolymerization of a primary amine monomer with additional co-monomers on a pattern-printed microscope slide, primary amine-containing thin films were obtained. After the absorption of a range of colors of anionic dyes, the thin films were immersed in aqueous formaldehyde solutions. It was demonstrated that the color of the thin films changed depending on the formaldehyde concentration in the solution. As the anionic dyes were released from the thin films at varying formaldehyde concentrations, a set of thin films exhibiting a range of color-change patterns was observed. The response selectivity of the thin films towards carbonyl compounds was examined, and sensitivity in the order of formaldehyde»acetaldehyde>acetone was observed. In addition, the effect of amine structure was examined, and it was found that thin films bearing tertiary amino groups show virtually no formaldehyde response. These observations clearly indicate that the existence of primary amino groups is essential for color changes to be observed, and that the formation of an imine is the crucial step in generating a response against formaldehyde. The formaldehyde-responsive system presented herein is advantageous, as its preparation is relatively simple and does not require complex organic synthesis. In addition, a wide range of anionic dyes is compatible with the system, and can be selected in terms of color, charge, toxicology profile, and cost, for example.